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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

Sights Set on Cuban Tourist
Industry
Interview with Cuban Minister of Tourism Manuel
Marrero Cruz
"There is no doubt that the 38th edition of FITCuba will be a
meeting that will highlight the relevance of the Cuban tourist
industry by setting its sights on it during the first week of
May."... »

SPECIAL FEATURES

TTC Special: Caribbean fight against droughts
Climate change has forced the Caribbean, and its crucial tourism industry, to monitor hurricanes more
closely. Today the islands are watching with almost the same concern the droughts a less violent
phenomenon that kills slowly.... »

TOURISM

Point of View: Cuba aspires to attract 5 mln tourists
in 2018 despite drop in arrivals
The official said Cuba's tourism industry grew 16.2 percent last year when almost 4.7 million visitors came
to the island, a historic record for this Caribbean nation. Canada continued to be the first source market,

while Americans and Cubans residing abroad constituted the second and third largest groups of visitors,
respectively.... »

EVENTS

It's official: TTC Present in FITCuba 2018
An exclusive interview with Cuban Minister of Tourism Manuel Marrero, with the perspectives and
strategies of the industry, privileges our edition dedicated to Cuban tourism’s major event, being held May
2-5 in the Cays of Santa María destination.... »
TOURISM

OK for United Kingdom as Guest Country at FITCuba
There are more than enough reasons to justify dedicating FITCuba 2018 to the United Kingdom as guest
country, one of the principal markets for the Cuba destination since the 1990s; it closed last year in
seventh place in the ranking of arrivals, with 205,727, +105.6% in relation to 2017/2016.... »

TOURISM

In Cuba…Sun and Beach All Year Long
Few scenarios in the insular Caribbean exhibit so much beauty and polychromy in its seas as Cuba, whose
geographical position, in the middle of the Caribbean, favor it with a tropical climate appropriate for long
seasons of sun and beach.... »
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